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Besides the accustomed India tours, Golden triangle tour packages are contemplated as to be a
treat to the rich history of India. It is more of a short and snappy and an across-the-board travel to
make you experience and explore the azures of the Indian history. The itineraries locations of the
golden triangle tour packages are the most fascinating for all kinds of travelers. In way G.T tours it
can easily stirs, cheers and enthuses the tourists.

The rich heritage and culture are the focal boulevards of the golden triangle tours. The tourists can
easily experience again the history, its culture, magnificence, warmth etc with these packages. Agra
â€“ the mughal city gives the travelers the insight of eternal love, Delhi showcases you the flashes of
lights of the silvery and gray streets and Jaipur creates you go all pink with love, life and juvenile at
heart. India tour packages are the ideal blend of knowledge with traveling avenues that endows the
travelers a motive to reflect and consider the superlative association of existence. Whenever you
think for traveling to Delhi, Agra   and Jaipur trip can be the best rationalization to start your tour and
journeys at India.

On golden triangle tour you can explore the fascinating forts, palaces, gardens, temples and
beautiful culture and heritage. The first destination of golden triangle tour packages is Delhi which is
the most famous city of India for its large tourism and modernizing building. It is the center of Indian
Political. There many monuments in Delhi, which you can see the India Gate, laxmi Narayan
Temple, Lotus Temple, Humayunâ€™s Tomb, Jantar Mantar, Qutub Minar, Jama Masjid and Red Fort.

Agra is the world renowned city of India located in Uttar Pradesh. Nestled on the banks of sacred
Rive Yamuna, the city seems much beautiful as there are three monuments like Taj Mahal, Agra
Fort and Itimad-Ud-Daulla situated on the banks of Yamuna. Agra fort built in a technique of a
blockaded wall of red sandstone by the great Mughal Emperor - Akbar. Agra Fort also includes
stunning pearl mosque, Diwan-i-Am, Jahangir Mahal, Diwn-i-khas, Moti Masjid, Sheesh Mahal,
Nagina Masjid, Meena Bazaar, Musamman Burj etc. It is situated just way of 2.5 km from the eternal
love Taj Mahal. Taj Mahal is one of the Seven Wonders of the World.

Surrounded by rugged hills, Jaipur is known as Pink City of India and it is the last destination of
golden triangle tour packages. There are many beautiful itineraries include Hawa Mahal (Palace of
Winds), City Palace, Jal Mahal (Water Palace), Nahargarh Fort, Jaigarh Fort, Jantar Mantar and
Amber Fort are the some most visited sightseeing of Jaipur. There are many beautiful markets
where shopping is an unforgettable experience.
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